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Singidunum News, students’ magazine is a non-profit project by students of Faculty of Business Valjevo,
Serbia. Their enormous scope of ideas is exhibited through their research and they all rightfully put their
names below each text, as the authors. Each section of this magazine is featured by most remarkable images,
inspired by biggest and sumptuous photography books. The other feature is that it is compact, easy-to-use
and offers the convenience of small space and easy download. In addition, access to our official Web site
is provided. Each upcoming issue will be enhanced and completely updated. We hope this magazine will
become a bridge of friendship and cooperation with various institutions worldwide.
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LIVING IS IN

IF YOU KNOW WHAT YOU DO NOT LIKE DOING, YOU
WILL BE ABLE TO IMPROVE THINGS!

D

ear reader, I hope you have not forgotten
that there is a life to be lived! I hope you
make lists of things that you like doing.
If you know what you do not like doing, you will be
able to improve things!

Put a next to each sentence applicable to the
way you live. And the rest is up to you...
I love...
Rays of sun on my pillow in the morning…..
A cup of hot tea/ coffee in the morning…….
My favourite bread, butter and home-made jam for
breakfast……
Walking to the Faculty……
Joking with my friends on my class breaks…….
Having a favourite course at the university……
The feeling of having done my homework
assignments in time……..
Listening to music at the uni corridors………
The thrill of passing the exam with high
scores…….
Going to celebrate the passing of exam……..
Studying together with colleagues…….
Taking the dog for a walk……..
Dozing in front of TV with the cat in the lap……..
Having a walk with boyfriend/ girlfriend……….
Reading the book just borrowed from a
friend……..

Exchanging books with colleagues………
Surfing the Internet at the Faculty PC room…….
Watering the house plants……
Playing an online game with the gang……..
Sunday lunch with the family………
Buying a birthday present for a friend……..
Planning to go away for a holiday………
Feeling of completing all the tasks……..
Making plans for future with friends……..
Making the streets of the city cleaner……….
The feeling of putting a new experience in the
CV…….
Going to parties after a hard day at the
faculty………
Mastering new software…….
Hiking……..
Taking photos………..
The lights of the city at night…………
Loving Valjevo…………
Having dreams………..
Not being in a bad mood……..
_______________________...........
_______________________ ………
_______________________ ………….
____________________ ……….

Ivana Damnjanović
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A NEW BUILDING - FOR THE NEW
SCHOOL YEAR
N

ear the old building of the Faculty, more
precisely, across it, a new building has grown.
On the place where had for long stood only empty
walls, a new building was raised the purpose of
which is the education of young people. It was real
refreshment for the town and for all of us studying
and working at Singidunum University.

devices like the most classrooms in the building.
There are two smaller amphitheatres.

The new building is a modern one, you can see it
even from its exterior. From inside it is a story from
itself. There are two main entrances to the building.
One is for students, and the other one is a main
entrance for the bank which is within the building,
too. If you have never been inside the faculty, from
this article you can find out about everything there
is indoor.

Many of these things that I wrote you can see on the
web page of Faculty of Business Valjevo. However, it
is better for you to come and look and maybe you
will stay here as one of us.

Building of the Faculty of Business Valjevo has four
floors and 4200 square meters of useful surface. On
the ground floor students can get all the information
they need, either from the notice boards or from
the information desk. All this you can see when you
come in from the main entrance. On the second
floor, there is a library and on the third and fourth
floor among the other rooms are classrooms. On
every floor there are toilets, high-tech ones, believe
me. The third floor is the heart of faculty. There
is a computer room with 40 computers of new
generations and offices of all professors. There is
free Internet access 24 hours a day.
Not only that everything is new but it is built with
good taste. Modern and nice, with a lot of windows,
with s lot of light. Through the corridors music is
always played. From the bottom to the top of the
building are placed the circle stairs but if you don’t
want to go on foot you can use the elevator. The
main classroom for students is amphitheatre with
300 seats. It is equipped with modern technology
Singidunum News

Of course, we have our own club. It is placed, well I
call it, in the ‘basement’ of faculty. You can always go
there and every Thursday school parties are being
held there.

Dragiša Kulinčević

PUZZLE GROUP

O

n Thursday 10th December in the amphitheater of
the Faculty Singidunum in Valjevo, Youth Tourism
organization Puzzle ‘’Group’’ held its presentation.

Puzzle Group is a youth organization that aims to integrate young people. Spreading awareness of their social
responsibilities, travels, meeting other cultures, the environment, humanitarian and voluntary work as well as related actions represent the priorities of the organization.
The organization provides numerous opportunities for
the youth, but the biggest benefit you get is if you become a member. And you become a member if you fill
out the application located on their website.
The site looks unusual, but it is user-friendly. There you
can find cheap travel programs, as well as discounts for
tickets to pools, discounts for dance classes and many
other things that will convince you in the seriousness and
dedication in the work of this organization.
The biggest characteristic of the Puzzle is that the organization is committed to spreading awareness of youth
about the meaning of social responsibility for each individual, and wishes to involve each of them in humanitarian work.

As evidence that working through entertainment works is
a mini lottery game incorporated in the presentation held
at the Faculty of Business Valjevo. By drawing the names
of some of the present students from an award bag they
were awarded free of charge membership cards as well as
two free weekends on Mount Jahorina. The winners of the
trip came back full of positive impressions both of the trip
and of the members of the organization they spent the
weekend with. Therefore, we can say that another characteristic of this organization is kindness.
Opinions of this organization are positive because we
believe that their work will succeed in including a large
number of young people in tourism developments, as
well as in various forms of humanitarian work.
We hope that a large number of similar organizations will
occur in the future and that will help young people of Serbia to join the World Tourism Trends and thus represent
Serbia in a positive light on the market.
Nataša Đošić
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PARTY TIME AT SINGIDUNUM UNIVERSITY
During the period of 2009/2010 our university
was relocated into the new building, which gave the
opportunity to our students to organize their social
life on their own. Theme parties have been organized
every Thursday.
The first party was held on 20th Nov 2009 and we
like to call it‘freshmen party’. The number of people who
came was great, although it was reception for freshmen
only. The atmosphere on the party was friendly, gaily
and interesting. There weren’t any problems during the
party due to good attitude and pleasant atmosphere
and the low level of alcohol drinks were maintained.
Those are the recognizable signs of our parties. The
aim of this first party was meeting the new colleagues,
making friendships and having a lot of fun.
Other parties, held later, were also successful and
marvelous; except for the fact that other the citizens of
Valjevo could attend them as well as our students.
On 26th Nov 2009 we were hosts for the students of
Economy school from Valjevo. The 30 students came
mixed with our students, making the atmosphere boil.
Our young and understanding professors agreed to
be ‘security’ on the party, making sure that everything
goes well.
Taking everything into consideration, the most
noticeable gathering was the masquerade held on
24th Dec 2009. Imaginative masks, original make-up
and positive energy were responsible for this not only
successful but also highly interesting gathering. All of
this was the clever idea of our students, who wished to
finish the first semester, and begin the New Year, with
this special gathering. Lots of people came, which only
made this party more original and amusing. Each mask
was unique and told the story of its own.
To sum up everything – Faculty of Business
Valjevo, Singidunum University is characterized by
modesty and good fun.
We sincerely hope that our parting time will also be
continued in this year!

Katarina Kovačević
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SANTA CLAUS VISITED US
Dear Santa (who unbelievably
resembled our colleague professor
Saša), together with his charming
assistant Santa Iv, brought gifts to
the children of the employees of our
Faculty.
th
On 25 of December (Catholic
Christmas Eve) he visited premises of
our Student’s Club accompanied by
the sounds of children’s songs made
memorable event to the five cute girls
and one Superboy!
The children especially enjoyed Santa’s
‘childish’ spirit – despite his numerous
years, he was the leader in hide-andseek and chasing games!
So, who dares not to believe in him?
Lora Petronić-Petrović

Suggestions and ideas:
www.knittingdaily.com
www.letsknit.co.uk
www.vogueknitting.com
www.lionbrand.com
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ashion of knitted hats, skarves and gloves is
back!
In the meantime, new matherials replaced
traditional wool, so those who are horrified by
countrified clothes won`t be shamed wearing winter
accessories, because nowdays they seems very
modern, original and romantic.
Our granies used to knitt warm clothes for winter
to whole household. It was very common between
women to exchange various patterns for different
clothes.
Unfortunatelly, this interesting handwork almost
disappears and cloth factories start to use machine
knitting more often, because it`s faster, cheaper and
in favour of this – more profitable.
Still, knitting isn`t dead! Nowdays, knitting becomes
very interesting craft practiced by young, modern

women. This skill brings everyday stress relief and
at the same time gives them individuality, even
exclusivity. One of the reasons is that these products
are not only seen like cold-defenders. It`s about
fashion!
Knitting provides you designing your own clothes and
accessories. Handwork was very appreciated ever. And
if you won`t like your scarf next year, you just recycle it
and make a hat.
In fact, this retro fashion will emphasise you of all
other identical people.
You can combine different colours and sorts of wool
to achieve your unique look.
Popularity of fingerless gloves is groving. Reasons:
you can read papers, pay, tie shoelaces, digg your bag
without taking them off. If tou are fan of fancy style,
use some pearls, and shiny yarns while kntting.

There are minimal inputs requested to make your
winter brighter, warmer and more colourfull. And if
you are less skillful, find a victim. Use a friend who
knows or just ask your granny. It`s not complicared
and once when you experience joy of wearing your
own handwork product, believe me, you`ll wish you
never stop.
Of course, men are not excluded. Even the toughest
guy will look romantic with some long, warm skarf
rolled up around his neck. And who says that men
can`t knitt?
Katarina Plećić
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DAYS DRESSED IN WHITE…
F

or some of us it’s just one of the seasons…
Something necessary , that has to come and
go… Then they pray to God that goes as
soon as possible, they are bothered by coldness,
ice or should I say falling because of the ice all over
street, then , breaking every, tiny bone in their
fragile body… And they are quite wright for some
things… Still, they are forgetting , lost in all that disapproval, that winter carries along countless delight
and nice things.
First of all – SNOW of course! Is there anything more
beautiful than the first snow, first fragile snowflakes
that spread themselves all over hair so that they
look like little pearls? It always seems to me that
that first snow doesn’t bring big coldness, but just
little winter breeze, so I enjoy it even more. And,
thanks to God that children know how to recognize
all the grace of this season, because grownups have
forgot the word joy, as it seems to me and everyone
else who thinks about it for a moment. I guess they
don’t have time to go out and play with children, to
make biiiig Snowman together, to throw snowballs
at each other, to make prints at snow, at least to
watch as kid’s noses become red but still they don’t
quit form rolling in deep snow and breathing in
fresh, winter air and after that go home for nice, big
cup of hot tea or hot chocolate… Mmmm… And
after that, telling everyone about adventure they
had outside with their love ones, while they are
squeezed by the fire!
There is really any reason why anyone could see all
those wonderful things when it comes to winter,
but all they can mention is cold? Well, ok, expanding the views of someone who has turn 60 and has
just broke the hip, slipping in front of the staircases
of their house, well, it’s not really possible…
Therefore kids exist, from whom all of us should
take example. I must go now, the snow is starting to
fall...
Suzana Jezdimirović
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OUR TRIP TO JAHORINA AND
SARAJEVO
J

ahorina is the mountain range to the southeast
of Sarajevo. Its ideal geographical position more
or less guarantees three to four months of good
ski snow.The ski lifts climb to 1,894m with fabulous
views towards Sarajevo. The slopes of Jahorina are
covered in tall pines.

So, will you miss the opportunity to spend some
unforgettable moments on Jahorina and in Sarajevo? If I had another chance, I wouldn’t miss it for
a world to go there again.
Nataša Jezdić

It is one of the most beautiful ski centers I’ve ever
seen. Beautiful snowy peaks which I cannot describe, and where me and my friend went skiing.
Our hotel accommodation was also excellent and
in the very center, but that was not all. We also
went to Sarajevo which is a wonderful city, and visited the museum from where the famous Gavrilo
Princip assassinated prince Ferdinand and initiated
the First World War. Across the museum there are
magnificent bridges of the Miljacka river, so romantic, but at the same time so full of history. But there
is no use visiting the city if you don’t try the famous
Bosnian ‘Cevapcici’ , a specialty made of meat, and
many other specialties as well...In the heart of Sarajevo’s Old Town, within the Sarajevo old brewery
there is a beautiful alehouse. Pivnica is one of the
most popular places to go out in. It is the perfect
place to take business partners or friends for a pint
and/or even for a dinner. Interior is unique and its
personnel professional. Often there is a live music.
While enjoying the house specialties, don’t miss
to try a glass of domestic beer produced by Sarajevo brewery since 1864 - a long tradition of beer
production.

Singidunum News
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SKIING WITHOUT VISA

Weekends and holidays in general used to represent prestige. People have had strong need for
quiet and adventure winter weekends and holidays. Here are some recommendations:
Divčibare – Well-known plateau on the mountain
Maljen, Divčibare, lies at 980m atsl (above the sea
level). There are 800 m-long ski tracks on Divčibare
and there you’ll find fields for walk, many forests
and beautiful wild flowers. This is right place if you
like to get away from downtown noise and spend
your weekends in all-round peace and quiet.
Kopaonik – Kopaonik is one of the larger mountains in the central part of Serbia. Winter sports
and walks through the national park are the key
factor for tourism development. The national park
spreads over 118 km2 of the central part of the
Kopaonik plateau was established in1981. Kopaonik is mainly a destination for skiing and snowboarding with luxurious hotels. It has 25 ski-lifts (ski-elevators) and 55 km of ski-slopes (ski tracks) for all
categories. The well-known ski tracks at Kopaonik
are Duboka 1 & 2, Gobelja and Pančićev top.
Jahorina – Jahorina is a mountain in south-eastern
Bosnia and Herzegovina, partly in both of Bosnia’s
two political entities. Jahorina is 1973 m tall. This
mountain is a popular destination for a variety of
winter sports. During the 1984 Winter Olympics,
Jahorina was the site of the women’s and men’s
alpine skiing events, which were held at Olimpijsko
brdo (Olimpic Hill). Today, Jahorina has over 40 km
of ski tracks .
French and Swiss ski centers – The ski centers in
the French Alps and in the Swiss Alps have 800 km
of ski tracks and over 150 ski-lifts, of which majority
ski slopes are provided with artificial snow. There
are ski centers like Val d’Isere, Wengen, Adelboden.
Austrian and Italian ski centers – These are
alpine villages in the regions of the Italian Alps
and the Austrian Alps. These regions have over 700
ski tracks, for a total of up to 2500 km of trails, of
which majority are provided with artificial snow.
It is possible to ski at night on a floodlit run with
many azure blue lights. There are ski centers such
as Sestriere (400 km of ski tracks), Pragelato (50
km of ski tracks), Bormio (71 km of ski tracks), Val
Gardena (110 km of ski tracks), Mon Alta Badia (65
km of ski tracks), Kitzbühel (140 km of ski tracks),
Sölden (500 km of ski tracks), Schladming (83 km of
ski tracks), Lienz, Rinn, Innsbruck, Ennstal.
P.S. If you want real, adventure skiing, you should
visit any Austrian or Italian ski centers.
Miloš Tankosić
Singidunum News

Valentines Day is a day to express your love, and to celebrate the spirit of love. Every February, across the
world, candies, flowers, and gifts are exchanged between loved ones, all in the name of St. Valentine. But
who is this mysterious saint and why do we celebrate this holiday?
Contrary to what is now thought, Valentine’s Day is actually the ancient feast - 14 February ancient Romans celebrated the god Fauna, patron of shepherds. In the Christian era, Valentine was a priest who
served during the third century in Rome. When Emperor Claudius II decided that single men made better
soldiers than those with wives and families, he outlawed marriage for young men — his crop of potential
soldiers. Valentine, realizing the injustice of the decree, defied Claudius and continued to perform marriages for young lovers in secret. When Valentine’s actions were discovered, Claudius ordered that he be
put to death. He was killed on the 14 February 269 the new era.
In the Orthodox calendar, this day belongs to St. Trifun, another important Christian holiday that celebrates the same day and St. Valentine.
With the advent of Western fashion in our country the celebration of Valentine’s Day is accepted. Flowers,
boxes of chocolates, soft toys and other nice gifts are common gifts.
But material things do not always have to signify the love you feel for someone. Sometimes, we are afraid
to express it otherwise, so we buy expensive, unusual gifts. Touch, hug, gentle words, verses, unusual
photos for her / him, can bring much more happiness to beloved person. Try not to buy the affection and
love. Do something that will remain forever in the heart of your loved ones and what will not be able to
break or to be deleted. Make unusual things, daydream impossible.
Jasmina Knežević

reference:www.valentines-day-recipes.net

SEVEN WONDERS OF
THE ANCIENT WORLD
The Colossus from Rhodes
Rhodes is an island in Aegean Sea, which was
important center of Greek culture. The legend says
Zeus raised this island and gave it to Helios (god of
Sun), who gave the Earth warm, light and life. People
of Rhodes raised a huge statue-Colossus. Statue
was made from ceramic and then it was covered
with tiny leaves of bronze. The Colossus was tall 36
meters and existed for 56 years when earthquake
ruined him.

The temple of Artemis at Ephesus
Artemision, the temple of goddess Artemis in
Ephesus, is one of the seven greatest miracles of
antique world. People in small towns loved Artemis,
goddess of hunt. People from Ephesus decided to
build wonderful temple which would be the nicest
of all temples ever build. Building of temple lasted
almost 120 years. Temple was magnificent but it was
burned soon after its building. Citizens of Ephesus
decided to restore the temple. New temple was
bigger and nicer than the old one. After that, big
damage arrived.

The statue of Zeus in Olympia
The best statue in Olympia was the statue of Zeus.
In this statue Zeus has been shown sitting on his
throne in his actual size. In his left hand he was
holding golden scepter and in the right hand statue
of Victory. On his head, he had a golden wreath.
The scepter was decorated with jewels and was
made of expensive material. The sculpture was 18
meters tall. The base of statue was made of wood
and then covered with tiny leaves of ivory and gold.
The statue of Zeus was totally destroyed in fire in 5th
century B.C.

Egyptian pyramids and sphinx
The greatest miracle in antique time was the
pyramids. They have regular shape and they are
extremely large. The biggest ever made pyramid
was Cheopses pyramid. In ancient Egypt there were
70 pyramids, but some of them disappeared. Some
of them have regular shape, some have stairs and
some have shape of rhombus. Egyptian architects
were making sphinx also. Sphinx were beautiful
statues which had the head of a woman, the body
of a lion and the wings of a bird.

The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus
This amazing mausoleum was 46 meters tall and had
three floors. First floor was the tomb of the king and
the queen. The roof of mausoleum had stairs and a
shape of a pyramid. On the top of the mausoleum
there was a carriage with four horses and in them
statues of king and queen. Although destroyed, the
mausoleum lasted until 15th century B.C.

The Hanging gardens of Semiramidis
Babylon was the greatest and the most important
city since Niniveh was destroyed. Around city there
was a deep and wide channel full of water. The walls
were 50 meters high and around the walls there
were 100 doors made of bronze. The old queen of
Babylon was Semiramidis, who raised beautiful
gardens which were called Semiramids hanging
gardens. As a legend has it, the emperor build this
garden for his wife Semiramidis.

The Lighthouse of Alexandria
Last miracle of antique world is Alexandria’s
lighthouse. Alexander the Great decided to raise a
big city and gave it his own name. He wanted to make
the city bigger than any other city ever built. This
lighthouse was built for five years. Lighthouse had
three floors, it was tall 120 meters. This lighthouse
survived to 14th century, but then it was destroyed.
The ruins have been saved to these days. Today
Alexandria is a big city with over 2 million citizens.

Bojana Rakić
Singidunum News
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”I lost my city during the war. This is why I wished
to build my own village. It bears a German name :
Küstendorf. I will organize there seminars for people
who want to learn how to make cinema, concerts,
ceramics, painting. It is the place where I will live and
where some people will be able to come from time to
time. There will be of course other inhabitants who
will work there. I dream of an open place with cultural
diversity which sets up against globalization.
(Emir Kusturica, July 2004)

K

ustendorf is a well-known FILM AND MUSIC
INTERNACIONAL FESTIVAL founded by Emir
Kusturica, our famous film director. He presents
and affirms unknown artists and helps them in the
further development. Also, it’s dedicated to the
great contemporary film copyright film. Küstendorf
is held in the artistic village ,,Drvengrad´´ that
Kusturica created on the basis on his own film
achievement ,,Life is miracle´´ in village Mokra Gora
on the slopes of mountain Zlatibor .The name of
this festival is compound of first four letter of the
name of its creator ,,Kustu´´ and German word
,,dorf´´ which means village. This is not average
festival because expensive films are not shown,
but it represents mostly student work. Küstendorf
consists of five program units. In the competitive
part of the program, participants are contesting for
the prizes: Golden , Silver or Bronze Egg.

In twenty minutes of the film, achievement of
young authors, the actors who play the roles are
Vesna Trivalić, Milos Biković, Aleksandar Popović
and Radomir Nikolić. Marijana Čulić Vićentić was
awarded scholarships in ,,1000 the best students
of academic study”. Also she was awarded by the
Ministry of Youth and Sports, by ‘’Fund for Young
Talents and the awards were handed over on
Saturday 23rd January at a ceremony in the Palace
of Serbia.
Küstendorf is under the auspices of the Ministry of
Culture of Serbia.
This year, the jury decided that the winner of the
festival is a ten-minute French-Israeli achievement
‘’ParadiseLost’’ by Mihali Brezis and Oded Binuna.
The choice was made among 28 films in the group
selected as the best.
This success should be pride of our city!

Aleksandra Damnjanović

At the International Film and Music Festival
‘’Kustendorf 2010’’ which was held from 13 to 19
January Drvengrad in Mokra Gora, in addition to
all famous actor Johnny Depp, who opened the
festival and participated in it, our city Valjevo was
represented, thanks to Mariana Čulić Vićentić,
fourth-year student of the Faculty of Dramatic
Arts, Fellows Foundation for gifted students and
students of the town of Valjevo. Marijana with her
colleague Jelena Todorović made the script for the
film ‘’Pulse’’ director of which is Damir Romanov,
which was shown in competition Festival.
‘In this urban story, Marta is a vampire who is trying
to adjust to a life with humans working as a doctor in
an emergency room. And she has a son with whom
to fight, because he goes through puberty and in
addition to it, he is too a vampire. He is also a killer
and he is in love. On the other hand, there are two
detectives, the rational Anđa and imaginative Danilo,
who are trying to detect and catch the young serial
killer.’’
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INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS
Spaghetti western is back! Ingeniously weaved
spaghetti western elements into the war movie
are supported by excellent music. But, let us start
from the beginning.
The film consists of five chapters.
The main scene is situated in occupied France,
where the young Shosanna Dreyfus avoided bad
destiny of her family while the quest of Colonel
Hans Landa, The Jew Hunter, became the owner
of a cinema in Paris.
At the same time, somewhere in Europe, Lt Algo,
The Apache Raine, with his crew sows fear among
the German solders. Their paths crossed at the
premiere of the Nation’s Pride film, in the Shosanna’s cinema. The undercover agent, Bridget von
Hammersmark, revealed the plans as well as the
gests on the premiere of master piece of German
cinematography, without knowing that Shosanna
would use her romance with the greatest hero
of German nation to implement her plan of revenge.
The main music theme was composed by Ennio
Morricone, but the crucial scenes are complemented by the song Putting Out The Fire (Cat People) by David Bowie.
The film had its premier on The Canes festival
2009, where Chritoph Waltz won the award for the
best actor. The same actor won The Golden Globe
2010 award for the best supporting actor in the
Inglorious Bustards.
Director and writer – Quentin Tarantino
Producer – Lawrence Bender
Melanie Laurent (Shosanna Dreyfus)
Christoph Waltz (Colonel Hans Landa The Jew
Hunter)
Brad Pitt (Lt Algo The Apache Raine )
Diane Kruger (Bridget von Hammersmark)

Svjetlana Torbica
Singidunum News

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Overview
Director: Tim Burton
Realise date: 5 March 2010 (USA)
Genre: Adventure/ Familly/ Fantasy
Roles: Mia Wasikowska, Johny Depp, Helena Bonham Carter...
Those who liked Edward Scissorhands, The Nightmare Before Christmas, Corpse Bride itc. will be
delighted to hear that Director Tim Burton is back
in action. New movie is Alice in Wonderland, the
well-known story written by Lewis Carroll, but seen
by Burton’s eyes. As usually, he made dark and
beautiful creators and characters. The movie will be
realized in association with „Walt Disney“Company,
and in 3D technology. The scenario was written
by Linda Woolverton, who also did animations for
’The Beauty and the Beast’ and „Lion King“. The
main roles are commended to Mia Wasikowska and
Johny Depp.

remember. In Wonderland, she reunites with her
childhood friends, including the Mad Hatter, who
explains to Alice that they need her help in overthrowing the Red Queen, who has assumed control
of all Wonderland. Alice then embarks — assuming both large and small sizes — on an adventure
of self discovery and to save Wonderland and her
Wonderland friends from both the Jabberwocky
and the Red Queen’s reign of terror. The rest we will
see soon on big screens.
It would be another interesting experience, for actors surely, but for beholders too.
I hope I roused your interest for this movie, and
that you cannot wait the premiere of this movie.
Tanja Đurić

As I said, the story is based on the book. The story
is set 12 years after the original Lewis Carroll tale,
when Alice have 19 years. Alice Kingsley attends a
party at a Victorian estate shortly after the death
of her beloved father. That is an engagement party
planned by her mother and sister. At the party she
saw a white rabbit wearing a waistcoat and pocket
watch. In shock and confusion, she runs off into a
maze and follows the White Rabbit through it, only
to later tumble down a rabbit hole into Wonderland, where she was 12 years ago, but, she doesn’t
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hat’s the essence of this paperwork. Since I’m
in no condition to write this in a proper manner, absolutely no inspiration is coming may
way, therefore I realized that the absence of inspiration is the inspiration itself.

Elvis has left the building, took off with the previously-mentioned grape and kiwi fruit.
Nonsense in it’s prime.
Jovica Damnjanović

I love fruit, some more, some less. But for the most
part I love the fruit that is available to me.
So, there is one grape fruit and one kiwi fruit, the
hairy one. Now, in order to eat them in the way
that is the most suitable, you need one plate, one
plastic bowl and one knife, the less sharp it is, the
better, I’ll explain it later. By the way, there’s a cat
lying on my left leg.
Taking the grape in the left hand is the easy part.
Take a knife. It can not be any less sharp. Try to cut
through the grape’s crust. Stinky little bastard, isn’t
it… ha, ha, ha… yes it is, not going through, ha?
There is a bit of common sense in using such a tool.
If you have ever had a pleasure to skin a kiwi fruit,
then you know you need a preparation, a mental
one. You’ll be upset, you’ll be annoyed, and you’ll
wish to kill the manufacturer of those hairy little
bastards… Therefore, if you are annoyed enough
by skinning the grape using nothing but a blunt
instrument, a kiwi fruit is a piece of cake.
By now, the appetite is gone. There is no more.
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